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Abstract—In this competition, we propose a selective feature
learning method to eliminate irrelevant objects in target images.
We applied a Single Shot multibox Detection (SSD) algorithm to
select desired objects. The SSD algorithm alleviates performance
degradation by noisy objects. We trained SSD weights with
annotated images in task 1. The refined dataset is fed into a
traditional MobileNet classification network. We summarize our
next research points through this competition in future works.

Index Terms—Selective Feature Learning, Single Shot multibox
Detection

I. INTRODUCTION

Cameras installed in robots record images around them
continuously. Vision processing techniques based on deep
neural networks extract meaningful information from the
recorded data. The extracted information is utilized to recog-
nize contextual objects in arbitrary environments. Naturally,
most of the environments around the robots change their
states. Images recorded by the cameras might vary dynami-
cally while the robots are operated even if shapes of target
objects did not change. Thus vision processing units with
deep neural networks should update their weights against those
data variations. The updated weights keep object recognition
performances in response to new training dataset. In case of
sequential training, however, overall recognition performances
of vision processing units probably decrease since old memo-
ries in the weights are overwritten by brand-new memories [1].
To protect old memory from the new training dataset, recent
frontiers who research phenomena for catastrophic forgetting
in deep neural networks were proposed weight regularization
methods [2] and self-expandable networks [3] - [5]. Those
of researches tried to transfer object features during continual
learning.

They analyze final dataset to design object recognition
software, and find that target objects in the dataset coexist
with unlabeled objects, such as bags, clocks, milk cartons
and paper clips. Therefore, they propose a selective feature
learning method by eliminating irrelevant features in training
dataset. The selective learning procedure is as follows: 1)
extracting target objects from training dataset by an object
detection algorithm, 2) feeding the refined dataset into a deep
neural network to predict labels. In their software, they applied
to a SSD as the object detection algorithm due to convenience
of flexible feature network design and proper detection per-

formances. We trained the SSD model with human-annotated
dataset in task 1, and converted the SSD model to a frozen
graph to infer object location in feeding images. The refined
dataset was resized by 224x224 resolution since our prediction
neural network requires a specified input image size.

II. DATASET ANALYSIS

Before designing software, we analyzed characteristics of
the provided final dataset [8], [9] in order to figure out proper
object prediction mechanism. Basically, the provided data set
of each task were taken in different environment conditions,
such as illumination, occlusion, pixel shifting and clutter. Also
each 69 objects had different sizes and backgrounds. Details
of object region and position are as follows.

• Region of objects (relative scale): Median relative size is
0.142 and relative size difference is 4.14.

• Position of objects (relative scale): Center of object is
greater than 0.2 and smaller than 0.8.

Fig. 1. Region of interest analysis for the dataset

Environments located in the labeled objects have such char-
acteristics, 1) coexistence of interferential objects around the
labeled objects, 2) diminishing native feature for the labeled
objects in source images by variation of lights and masking
portion. In this competition, we focused on the first one. Thus
we setted up our goal as reducing to transfer noisy features
from other unlabeled objects. We modified preprocessing step
to obtain correct objectives from the provided images at the
next section.

III. SOFTWARE DESIGN

Based on the previous analysis, we noticed that target
objects coexist other unlabeled objects in the training images.



Therefore, to train correct target object selectively, a proposed
software applied an SSD algorithm that is one of object
detection methods. Reasons selecting the SSD algorithm are
as follows.

• Customizing feature extraction networks
• Excellent object detection performance for its processing

time
• Single pipeline of deep neural network
The SSD algorithm was developed by modifying examples

in tensorflow open source [7]. We applied MobileNet version
2 as a backbone network of the feature extraction network in
SSD algorithm. The backbone network model was pretrained
with coco dataset. We retrained the backbone network model
using our handcrafted annotation data.

The extracted object images were resized by 224x224 reso-
lution, and were supplied to an image classification network.
The MobileNet version 1 was used as the image classification
network since its validation loss was converged faster than
other networks in our experiments with a dataset opened at
the first phase. After finishing sequential training for task 12,
trained model and weight were saved files with json and h5
extension respectively. We programmed our software using
python 3.6 interpreter with tensorflow version 2.0.x and keras
version 2.3.x.

Fig. 2. Software architecture for selective feature learning

IV. FUTURE WORKS

Our submitted software is a draft version of lifelong object
recognition. Thus this project needs complementary works.

• Lifelong learning of object selection inference graph: Our
SSD model is only trained with task 1. This model has
insufficient features since its weights do not have any

information for different directions. Currently, our soft-
ware is implemented to infer object locations with frozen
graph. In the future, the software should be modified to
adopt sequential training procedures to trace environment
variations.

• Lifelong learning of feature extraction network: In the
sequential training, weights in a feature extraction net-
work memorize additional information. In some case,
additional neurons and connections might be needed in
order to save new features. Current SSD models use
feature extraction networks with fixed size. Therefore
dynamic expanded networks should be devised to train
SSD model sequentially.

• Single pipeline for object recognition: Basically the SSD
model includes image classification network. Thus, the
object detection and training block in Fig. 2 could be
integrated to single pipeline.
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